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■ Today: Austria, Benelux, Germany, 

Switzerland  

Pentalateral Forum – 7 States closely work 
together 

Close Dutch-German contacts at TSO level 

„On December 22nd and 30th, 2004 and January 8th, 
2005 very high transit electricity flows from Germany 
through the Netherlands to Belgium took place.“ 
 

„The operational managers concluded that the 
internal high voltage grid in Germany did not comply 
with the N-1 security criteria because of the ex-
traordinary flows in the internal German grid.“ 
 

„Until now we used our phase shifters to control these 
flows and to secure the German grid.“ 
 

„These measures were not sufficient anymore in the 
last weeks and support two grids at the same time.“ 
 

„This actual situation has much to do with growth of 
windenergy and the lack of efficient compensation 
mechanisms to handle the electricity flows.“ 
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How it came to existence 

Pentalateral Energy Forum: relevant framework for regional cooperation toward the 
improvement of electricity markets` integration and security of supply. 
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German renewables under pressure 
What is the problem? 

■ Subsidized German renewable power 
generation does not care about electricity 
demand: “produce and forget”. 

■ Subsidized renewable generators need to 
take almost no responsibility for overall 
security of supply. 

■ Subsidized renewable generators are not 
subject to competition on wholesale power 
markets.  

■ Result: Less security of supply, high and 
steeply rising costs for consumers. 

What are politicians doing? 

■ Politicians are aware of the problem.  
■ Almost all German political parties want to 

better integrate renewables into the market 
and give renewables more responsibility for 
security of supply. 

■ Different blueprints for a better market and 
system integration of renewable power are 
hotly debated - among these are supplier 
obligation, market premium and tenders. 

■ Politicians promote punctual measures to 
curtail costs of renewable power 
(“Strompreisbremse”). Any thorough reform 
of renewables support only expected after 
next General Elections on 22nd September 
2013. 
 

Development of net costs for renewable 
power support in Germany  

[bn. Euro] 
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Does a German or a European power market 
exist? 

Market  
Coupling 

Separate spot 
markets and explicit 

auctions for 
interconnectors 

 Market coupling contributes to converging 
power prices in Germany, France and Benelux. 

 The markets are interlinked.  
 The extension of PV therefore destroys not only 

the economic viability of fossil power plants in 
Germany, but also in all other interconnected 
countries.  

 France requires new gas turbines in order to 
ensure energy supply.  

 Therefore France implements a capacity market 
which will cause repercussions in the German 
market.  

Hourly price difference between 
Germany and the Netherlands 

November  
2010 

 

The effect of market coupling 
 

The market coupling has brought forward a uniform CWE energy market. In this market any 
incident has an immediate impact on the neighboring states. 
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Which consequences will the uncoordinated imple-
mentation of a capacity market have for neighboring 
states? 

Model calculation by RWE S&T 

 The capacity market promotes the 
construction of new power plants in 
France.  

 The new power plants decrease the 
electricity price in the market coupling 
region and put pressure on existing and 
new plants. 

 Consequence: The competition in the 
European internal market could be 
distorted.  

 Germany imports more electricity. 

Assumption: Changes in the guaranteed ca-
pacity by a possible French capacity market 

Growth in France 
 

Losses in Germany,  
Benelux, Switzerland, and Austria. 

What would happen in the CWE 
energy market?  

The French capacity market would level the price peaks that remain from wind and photovoltaic 
energy. The fix cost coverage of power plants is exposed to even more risks. Today’s energy 
market won’t be able to provide enough power for Germany. 
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There is a rationale for capacity markets 

 We need firm capacity to ensure security of 
supply and firm capacity needs to be 
remunerated.  

 Renewables cover much of power demand. But 
renewables are not a substitute for gas and coal.  

 The power market is a European market. What 
our neighbors do affects us and vice versa.  

 The French capacity market could have an 
impact on security of supply in Germany.  

 When power plant capacity gets tight, 
interconnector capacity gets tight as well.  

What happens in the CWE 
power market?  

CWE power market 
under in-creasing 
pressure 

Solar PV 

French capacity 
market 

What do we know for sure?  

Immense growth of solar PV and the French capacity market may put a question mark 
behind the present day power market design.  
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Should capacity markets be national or 
European? 

Collective Peak hours in Germany and its 
neighboring states 

A European approach is more 
efficient 

 Each nation has its own peak demand 
for electricity at varying times. 

 Feed-in of renewable energy varies.  
 A European approach lowers the total 

demand of guaranteed capacity as the 
demand peaks vary for different 
nations.  

 Thus, costs can be lowered. 
 A European approach creates even and 

fair conditions of competition. 
 A European approach promotes 

competition and prevents market power 
for individual providers. 
 

A European capacity market is more cost efficient, effective and enhances competition.  
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Capacity markets should be European and 
non-discriminatory 

What is the solution? 

■ RWE thinks: We need a capacity market in 
the long run because security of supply has 
a value! 

■ A capacity market needs a uniform European 
design („level playing field“).  

■ A capacity market needs to be open for all 
technologies and offer the same price for 
secured capacity to all power plants – as it is 
the case in the French blueprint. 

■ What is no solution? A discriminatory 
capacity market: 
 Low cost existing capacity would be 

replaced by high cost new builds. 
 Coal contributes much to security of 

supply and is affected by adverse market 
conditions, too – just like gas fired power 
plants. 

 
 
 
 

Kapital-
kosten 

■ How does a capacity market work?  
 The capacity market complements the 

energy only market. 
 Power plants will be remunerated for 

electricity delivered (€/MWh) as well as 
for their capacity credit (€/MW). 

 

 

Fuel 

Fixed 

Revenue 

Today´s 
 uncovered 
fixed cost 

Revenue 

Capacity 
payment 

Cost Today’s 
„energy only“ 
market design 

Capacity market + 
energy only 

Cost and revenues of a gas fired power plant under the 
energy only market design and under the non-
discriminatory capacity market 
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A capacity market supplements the present 
energy-only-market. It does not replace it 

€/MWh 

Generation Trading Transport Sales Consumption Renewables 

€/MWh 

€/MW firm capacity  

The capacity market is a new segment supplementing the energy-only-market. Sales 
companies determine their need for firm capacity contract with suppliers of firm capacity. 
Power plants are obliged to supply firm capacity when the market gets tight. 
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How should a good capacity market look like? 

 A capacity market shall make direct hin – it shall 
supply enough firm capacity – not less than enough 
and not more.  

 It shall serve this purpose at lowest cost for the 
economy.  

 A capacity market shall cover the entire relevant 
market, i.e. CWE. 

 It shall not serve other purposes than security of 
supply (e.g. flexibility, climate action, industrial 
policy etc.). For such other purposes there are 
other better suited instruments. 

 Basic principle: One purpose – one instrument 

What is the purpose?  

A capacity market shall 
ensure security of supply 

Criteria for a good capacity market design  

The capacity market shall provide firm capacity at least cost and for the entire CWE market 
region. Additional purposes make the capacity market redundant and inefficient.  


